CARLSEN

Foreign Rights 2013 / 2014

Die Schule der magischen Tiere

365 Vorlesungen
Das tiefe Computerspiel
Ferdinand
Die Erschaffung tierisch
The new Foreign Rights Catalogue from CARLSEN!

We are pleased to announce that we have added titles from our new publishing arm “Aladin”, which CARLSEN’s previous publisher Klaus Humann founded last year.

It’s interesting to note that various organizations and foundations sponsor translations of German literature, like the famous “Goethe Institute”. Titles that are eligible for translation funding are specially marked. Please contact CARLSEN or your current agent to discuss this further.

We’re always happy to answer any questions you may have. Have fun browsing!

With best wishes
Christiane Bartelsen, Daniela Steiner and Sylvia Schuster
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ICON-OVERVIEW

Bestseller

Includes Audio-CD by Jörg Hilbert

Award Winner!

Also Available...

Translation Grant

Royalty Deals Only!

In 2014 CARLSEN celebrates the 60th anniversary of Pixi!

Precise dinosaur expertise meets imaginative stories and original illustrations in these new releases.

All titles: 3+ | 24 pages | 10 x 10 cm | Retail price (D) 0.99 EUR

Series 215: The Dinosaurs are on the Loose with Pixi

Series 217: Story Time with Pixi

Series W 28: Christmas is Coming

Look out for these Christmas titles!

The Dog that counted to Two Thousand
978-3-551-04022-0

15 million PIXI books sold each year!
New Conni books cause a stir amongst kids in over 20 countries

160 pages of creative fun for children aged 5 and over

Learning fun for kindergarten- and schoolkids!
The new CONNI: The new series for readers aged around 12 years old!

Conni has finally turned fifteen. And it’s about time...

"Too bad that Conni didn’t exist earlier. It would have been fun to grow up with my favorite character.”

[DAGMAR HOSSFELD]

Conni has fi nally turned fi fteen. She feels just the same as ever. But that can’t be right. Something must be different! After all, she’s spent the last fi fteen years of her life working to get to this age! Last year was really tough: at fourteen you’re still kind of a kid – at least everyone still treats you like one. At fi fteen, you’re pretty much a grown up. So something’s GOT to be different…

"Too bad that Conni didn’t exist earlier. It would have been fun to grow up with my favorite character.”

[DAGMAR HOSSFELD]
Max books are a wonderful preparation for kindergarten and school – especially for book-shy boys!

Max in Winter
978-3-551-08463-7

Max doesn't go with Strangers
978-3-551-08904-5

Max learns to ride a Bicycle
978-3-551-08820-8

Max builds a Pirate Ship
978-3-551-08832-1

Max loses a Tooth
978-3-551-08813-0

Max learns how to swim
978-3-551-08954-0

Max and his Babysitter
978-3-551-08894-9

Max becomes World Champion
978-3-551-08872-7

Max and the Supernatural Kicker
978-3-551-65134-1

Max and the Night without a Tent
978-3-551-65135-8

Max in Winter
978-3-551-08463-7

Max goes to Kindergarten
978-3-551-51958-0

Max goes to School
978-3-551-08870-3

Max and the Cool School Trip
978-3-551-65131-0

Max and the Mean Theft
978-3-551-65132-7

Max and the Ghosts
978-3-551-65133-4

All titles:
3+ | 24 pages | 19.2 x 19.2 cm | softcover

Max in Winter
978-3-551-08463-7

Max goes to Kindergarten
978-3-551-51958-0

Max and the Supernatural Kicker
978-3-551-65134-1

Max and the Night without a Tent
978-3-551-65135-8

Picture books to read to your kids!

Max goes to the Paediatrician
978-3-551-51957-3

Max stays with Grandma and Grandad
978-3-551-51955-9

Max looks Forward to Christmas
978-3-551-51954-1

Max doesn't go with Strangers
978-3-551-51953-5

Max goes to Kindergarten
978-3-551-51958-0

Max and the Night without a Tent
978-3-551-65135-8

Learning-fun for kindergarten- and schoolkids!

Recommended by the German Foundation for Reading!

Max goes to Kindergarten
978-3-551-51958-0

Max and the Supernatural Kicker
978-3-551-65134-1

Preliminary Exercises for Writing
978-3-551-18220-3

Writing the Alphabet
978-3-551-18225-8

Writing Numbers
978-3-551-18216-6

The Time Tables
978-3-551-18226-5

Max goes to School
978-3-551-08870-3

Max and the Cool School Trip
978-3-551-65131-0

Max and the Mean Theft
978-3-551-65132-7

Max and the Ghosts
978-3-551-65133-4

All titles:
5+ | 24 pages | 19 x 27 cm | softcover

Top themes for boys: Adventure, team spirit and male bonding!

Max and the Supernatural Kicker
978-3-551-65134-1

Max and the Night without a Tent
978-3-551-65135-8

Preliminary Exercises for Writing
978-3-551-18220-3

Writing the Alphabet
978-3-551-18225-8

First Writing
978-3-551-18215-9

Writing Numbers
978-3-551-18216-6

The Time Tables
978-3-551-18226-5

First Sums
978-3-551-18223-4

The Night without a Tent
978-3-551-65135-8

Max and the Cool School Trip
978-3-551-65131-0

Max and the Mean Theft
978-3-551-65132-7

Max and the Ghosts
978-3-551-65133-4

All titles:
3+ | 32 pages | 20 x 26.6 cm | hardcover

With lots of Illustrations!
The best way to encourage children to read for pleasure!

A vast treasure trove of stories for the whole family!

365 Read-Alouds
Stories and Poems for the Whole Year
by Ateliers Hafenstraße
4+ | 320 pages | 12 x 18 cm
978-3-551-51797-5
Loud and quiet, poetic and narrative. A huge collection of ideas, stories and poems for morning, afternoon and evening. A journey of discovery for big and small with something new and different on every page!

A great little masterpiece from Sabine Wilharm

Heroes
by Sabine Wilharm
4+ | 32 pages | 14 x 14 cm
978-3-551-51795-1
Four cheeky fish meet on the high seas and float in an umbrella as it bobs on the water like an acorn cap. And so begins the adventure of a lifetime...

Evocative and humorous picture book gifts for Christmas and Easter

All titles: 3+ | 32 pages | 17 x 19.6 cm

Santa can do Anything
by Heinz Janisch
Includes illustrations by Jörg Mühle
978-3-551-51800-2
A jolly story about a busy man...

Merry Christmas in the Snow
by Isabelle Erler
Includes illustrations by Igor Lange
978-3-551-51801-9
A heartwarming ‘Happy Easter’ picture book.

The Easter Bunny
by Katharina E. Volk
Includes illustrations by Sabine Straub
978-3-551-51789-0
A funny and original Easter story.

The Easter Bunny and the Chick
by Reno Eckstein
Includes illustrations by Barbara Landeck
978-3-551-51788-3
A heartwarming happy Easter picture book.

The Easter Bunny
by Katharina E. Volk
Includes illustrations by Sabine Straub
978-3-551-51789-0
A funny and original Easter story.

Merry Christmas in the Snow
by Isabelle Erler
Includes illustrations by Igor Lange
978-3-551-51801-9
A heartwarming ‘Happy Easter’ picture book.

The Easter Bunny
by Katharina E. Volk
Includes illustrations by Sabine Straub
978-3-551-51789-0
A funny and original Easter story.

Merry Christmas in the Snow
by Isabelle Erler
Includes illustrations by Igor Lange
978-3-551-51801-9
A heartwarming ‘Happy Easter’ picture book.

The Easter Bunny
by Katharina E. Volk
Includes illustrations by Sabine Straub
978-3-551-51789-0
A funny and original Easter story.
First books for tiny hands!
All titles: 2.5+ | 28 pages | 20 x 23 cm | with flaps

My Very First Colourful Book
12 months+ | 30 pages | 11.7 x 11.7 cm
978-3-551-17023-1

My Sweet Dreams
978-3-551-16887-0

Cuddle Stories
987-3-551-16799-6

My Animal Stories
987-3-551-16886-3

Sweet Dreams
987-3-551-16888-9

A Miracle has happened – The Christmas Story
2+ | 22 pages | 23.5 x 27 cm
978-3-551-17057-6

A child-friendly retelling with beautiful illustrations to immerse yourself in!

First pictures and words from a small world

My Sweet Dreams Stories with a Surprise
978-3-551-16885-6

My Animal Stories with a Surprise
981-3-551-16884-8

My Sibling Stories with a Surprise
978-3-551-16889-4

AND THEN? Create your own stories!

AND THEN?

Sibling Stories with a Surprise
978-3-551-16885-6

Here the little ones become the storytellers. Simply lift a flap then kids can determine the end of the story by themselves!

Encouraging boys to read begins with Jakob Books:
Jakob shows the little ones how it’s done!
All titles: 18 months+ | 12 pages | 18 x 18 cm | with flaps

Jakob, wash your Hair!
978-3-551-16753-8

Jakob stays over at Grandma and Grandpa’s
978-3-551-16874-0

AND THEN?
Create your own stories!

My Sibling Stories with a Surprise
978-3-551-16885-6

Young parents want to do everything right. The Jakob series offers them great support. Important everyday topics are introduced and resolved in a successful and proven manner.

A Miracle has happened – The Christmas Story
2+ | 22 pages | 23.5 x 27 cm
978-3-551-17057-6

A great picture and rhyme book!

The Reindeer Running!
2+ | 12 pages | 18 x 18 cm
With turntables and page flaps!
978-3-551-16898-6

Merry Christmas!

EIN WUNDER IST GESCHEHEN – DIE WEIHNACHTS-GESCHICHTEN

A child-friendly retelling with beautiful illustrations to immerse yourself in!

ROYALTY DEALS ONLY!

SOLD TO Denmark
1000 Jakob books are purchased every week by young families

SOLD TO Germany

BESTSELLER

2007 Jakob books are purchased every week by young families

10+ Jakob books are purchased every week by young families

ROYALTY DEALS ONLY!

ROYALTY DEALS ONLY!

ROYALTY DEALS ONLY!
COLOURING BOOKS

Colouring books and treasured memories in one!

The popular concept of “Complete the Picture” for little ones! This colouring book includes many familiar themes from the everyday lives of children. Large blank spaces provide children 3 years and over with enough room to be creative.

What can you see out of the window? What’s on your plate? What does your favourite jumper look like?

Arts and crafts for kindergarten, preschool and primary school children

The popular concept of “Complete the Picture” for little ones! This colouring book includes many familiar themes from the everyday lives of children. Large blank spaces provide children 3 years and over with enough room to be creative.

What can you see out of the window? What’s on your plate? What does your favourite jumper look like?

DRAWING IN RHymes

This time with a snowman, a moose and Santa Claus! Christmas symbols with easy step-by-step instructions, provides a platform for simple completion. In addition, the rhymes give a feel for language and rhythm.

Dot, Dot, Comma, Dash:
“I’ll draw Santa in a flash!”
978-3-551-18688-1

My Dress-Up Dolls:
“Magical Dresses”
978-3-551-18313-2

CRAFT FUN WITH FOIL STICKERS!

Stamp, snip, paint, blot and bend: You can do it all! Easy ways of creating colourful collages, a great postcard scene or a super fast paper plane are all presented in this craft series. Grouped according to age there’s something for everyone, plus in every issue there’s a great craft extra.

Craft Fun with Foil Stickers!

FOR GIRLS

My Dress-Up Dolls:
“Super Cute Favorite Pieces”
978-3-551-18314-9

FOR BOYS

Wild Animals
978-3-551-18566-2

Dinosaurs
978-3-551-18565-5

FOR GIRLS

My Dress-Up Dolls:
“Magical Dresses”
978-3-551-18313-2

For Boys

Wild Animals
978-3-551-18566-2

Dinosaurs
978-3-551-18565-5
Stories that explain the world with easy to understand examples for kindergartners

**Bestseller**

All titles: 3+ | 24 pages | 19.2 x 19.2 cm

Jule is Daring
978-3-551-08834-5

I Have a Friend who is a Gardener
978-3-551-08966-3

**Also Available:**

- Jule is Braver
978-3-551-08833-8
- I Have a Friend who is a Teacher
978-3-551-08967-0
- Springtime at Kindergarten
978-3-551-08945-8
- We play Sport
978-3-551-08439-2
- Who says Moo?
978-3-551-08450-7
- Then and Now – Kids’ Everyday Lives 100 Years Ago and Today
978-3-551-08931-1

**Favorite themes for boys and girls**

- Captain
978-3-551-08601-3
- Football Player
978-3-551-08936-6
- Train Driver
978-3-551-08848-2
- Emergency Doctor
978-3-551-08849-9
- Astronaut
978-3-551-08628-0
- Pilot
978-3-551-08963-5
- Racing Driver
978-3-551-08953-7
- Fireman
978-3-551-08906-9
- Policeman
978-3-551-08862-8
- Lorry Driver
978-3-551-08805-5
- Dustman
978-3-551-08923-6
- Beekeeper
978-3-551-08921-2
- Chef
978-3-551-08941-0

An exciting journey through time – with 12 extra fold-out pages!

How did children live a hundred years ago?
- What was it like at school?
- What did children wear?
- What did they play with?

Then and Now – Kids’ Everyday Lives 100 Years Ago and Today
978-3-551-08931-1

**Bestseller**

SOLD TO
China, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Poland, Turkey

For more Jule books, look at our backlist!
A lexicon of knowledge for your pocket to collect and learn from!

All titles: 6+ | 32 pages | 10.7 x 15.4 cm | softcover

Our “Step by Step” series makes kids smart!

All titles: 3+ | 16 pages | 25 x 27 cm | Board book with flaps

More than 2.5 million Pixi Knowledge copies sold!
Pippa Pepperkorn makes you happy!

All titles: by Charlotte Habersack | 7+ | 144 pages | includes 2c illustrations by Melanie Garanin

Friends Fur-ever!

All titles: by Monika Wittmann | 7+ | 96 pages | includes 2c illustrations by Eleonore Gerhaber

Rumpax Rabuzack celebrates Christmas
by Barbara Rose
7+ | 240 pages | includes 2c illustrations by Catharina Westphal
978-3-551-65221-8

The Coolest Dog in the World
978-3-551-65311-6

The Scraggiest Pony in the World
978-3-551-65312-3

A funny story about Advent and Christmas

Rumpax Rabuzack celebrates Christmas
by Barbara Rose
7+ | 240 pages | includes 2c illustrations by Catharina Westphal
978-3-551-65221-8

The bumbling magician Rabuzack prepares for the exam to be the High Magician. However during the test he faces a nasty adversary!

 Everybody loves this new series!

A new series for boys and girls about talking to animals like your best friends!

Every child dreams of having a talking animal. But who will be lucky enough to get one today? They’ll be by your side through the most daring of adventures – the kind of friend you could only wish for.

All titles: byMargit Auer | 8+ | 224 pages | includes 2c illustrations by Nina Dulleck

The bumbling magician Rabuzack prepares for the exam to be the High Magician. However during the test he faces a nasty adversary!

ENGLISH EXTRACT available!
Elvany: A girl’s fantasy filled with marvelous illustrations

All titles: by Alfred Bekker | 8+ | 224 pages
includes 2c illustrations by Eleni Zabini

By the highly acclaimed author of "The Elben Saga!"

For everyone who can’t choose their own family

Chaos Family König
by Elisabeth Zöllner
8+ | 128 pages
978-3-551-31247-1

"My daughter doesn’t read much but she finished this in 2 days. Now that’s something!”

[AMAZON CUSTOMER]

Mind reading with fabulous Fritzi

Love Chaos and Thought Salad
by Susanne Fülscher
10+ | 240 pages
978-3-551-65246-4

Eleven-year-old Fritzi falls over one day on her walk home from school. Suddenly she finds she can read minds! Even the mind of Moppel her cat. Now that’s annoying!

Three Dragons and a brave Boy!

All titles: by Julia Breitenöder | 9+ | 180 pages
includes 2c illustrations by Ina Hattenauer

Carlotta: A best-selling boarding school series!

Boarding School and the Prince’s Ball
by Dagmar Höflid
10+ | 244 pages
978-3-551-65035-5

Also Available:

Elvany: A girl’s fantasy filled with marvelous illustrations

A Different Kind of Casting Novel: Frida Superstar

For everyone who can’t choose their own family

Mind reading with fabulous Fritzi

Three Dragons and a brave Boy!

Carlotta: A best-selling boarding school series!
Mia is always funny, cheeky and a bit crazy

All titles: by Susanne Fülscher | 10+ | 240 pages

Comic strips, flip page cartoons and much more!

All titles: by Andreas Schlüter / Irene Margil | 10+ | 256 pages | includes 2c illustration by Markus Spang

The film rights have already been sold ... here comes an exciting new mystery adventure!

All titles: by Stefan Seitz | 10+ | 320 pages

A special programme treat that’s funny, scary and heartwarming all at the same time!

All titles: by Kirsten Reinhardt | 10+ | 244 pages | includes 2c illustrations by David Roberts

“‘Tales of Tendril’s Land’ and its quirky characters have the makings of a cult”

“Kirsten Reinhardt doesn’t squawk. She sings, whistles, hums and talks in voices that make you want hear more.”

[FAZ about “Fennymore’s Trip”]
The Trilogy about Rico & Oskar: Now as a special edition with coloured illustrations

Film rights have just been sold!

"Andreas Steinhöfel is one of the best kids’ and young adult book authors in Germany."
[DIE ZEIT]

"With Rico, Steinhöfel has found a contemporary counter figure to Erich Kästner’s Berlin Crime genre – Emil and the Detectives."
[FRAKUNKERTER ALLGEMEINE ZEITUNG]

Translated into more than 28 languages!

Also Available:

Rico, Oskar and the Deeper Shadows
978-3-551-55353-9

Rico, Oskar and the Heartbreak
978-3-551-55459-8

Rico, Oskar and the Stolen Stone
978-3-551-55572-4

Facebook and Other Social Networks
978-3-551-25093-3

A realistic and sensitive handling of a youthful topic

Issues that come up and are dealt with in the classroom

SOLD TO France

Rico & Oskar slipcase
by Andreas Steinhöfel
Includes coloured illustrations
by Peter Schössow
978-3-551-55353-9

Facebook and Other Social Networks
978-3-551-25093-3

High Love
by Madlen Ottenschläger
12+ | 200 pages
978-3-551-31176-4

High Love
was born in 1979 and completed an apprenticeship at the German School of Journalism. Ottenschläger is an author and freelance journalist primarily for "Die Zeit" and an editor at Germany’s largest women’s magazine "Brigitte".
A story that turns everybody into a child of fortune!

Preben Kaas

Herr Ostertag macht Geräusche

Unique in youth literature: refined, well constructed and confidently told.

Since 2008 “Chicken House” and the arts editorial of the “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” have chosen from a large number of submissions the most gripping, remarkable and most outstanding debut – here comes this year’s winner!

Mr Ostertag makes some Noise
by Preben Kaas / Andreas Schulze
14+ | 176 pages
978-3-551-52058-6

A massive and extraordinary new voice!

Everything is Spinning
by Rosemarie Eichinger
14+ | 208 pages
978-3-551-52049-4

Max wants to tackle the whole thing systematically, and he tells me there are worse things in life. I guess he’s right. But unlike Max, I don’t know how to tackle my brain tumour systematically. At least I’m not disturbed and mentally unstable – that’s Max’s privilege. It all started with a list. Things you had to do before you kicked the bucket. And suddenly it was all go, go, go. Because we wanted to do something meaningful. Even Pia joined in. Because you couldn’t look away. That’s the most important thing. More or less. At least it’s one of the most important things. Just like Max and Pia.

A massive and extraordinary new voice!

Elephants Can’t Be Seen
by Susan Kreller
14+ | 208 pages
978-3-551-58246-1

“Elephants Can’t Be Seen” tackles the taboo subject of domestic violence against children. A strong, disturbing debut that nevertheless offers hope.

Since 2010 “Chicken House” and the arts editorial of the “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” have chosen from a large number of submissions the most gripping, remarkable and most outstanding debut – here comes this year’s winner!

A massive and extraordinary new voice!

Elephants Can’t Be Seen
by Susan Kreller
14+ | 208 pages
978-3-551-58246-1

“Elephants Can’t Be Seen” tackles the taboo subject of domestic violence against children. A strong, disturbing debut that nevertheless offers hope.

Elephants Can’t Be Seen
by Susan Kreller
14+ | 208 pages
978-3-551-58246-1

“Elephants Can’t Be Seen” tackles the taboo subject of domestic violence against children. A strong, disturbing debut that nevertheless offers hope.

Everything is Spinning
by Rosemarie Eichinger
14+ | 208 pages
978-3-551-52049-4

Max wants to tackle the whole thing systematically, and he tells me there are worse things in life. I guess he’s right. But unlike Max, I don’t know how to tackle my brain tumour systematically. At least I’m not disturbed and mentally unstable – that’s Max’s privilege. It all started with a list. Things you had to do before you kicked the bucket. And suddenly it was all go, go, go. Because we wanted to do something meaningful. Even Pia joined in. Because you couldn’t look away. That’s the most important thing. More or less. At least it’s one of the most important things. Just like Max and Pia.

A massive and extraordinary new voice!

Elephants Can’t Be Seen
by Susan Kreller
14+ | 208 pages
978-3-551-58246-1

“Elephants Can’t Be Seen” tackles the taboo subject of domestic violence against children. A strong, disturbing debut that nevertheless offers hope.
“One of the important voices in teenage literature!”
[DIE ZEIT]

A novel with five possible endings

Marian Images
by Tamara Bach
14+ | 178 pages | hardcover
978-3-551-58299-7
Release: January 2014

Mareike’s mother has disappeared. From one day to the next – simply gone. Why and where to? Mareike, her father and siblings have no idea how they should react. So everyone just carries on like nothing’s happened. But then Mareike tries to piece the story together. However, there are endless versions of every story and each one is just a possibility. Which version will Mareike decide on?

Tamara Bach, born in 1976, studied to be a teacher. Her first book “Marsmädchen” was awarded with the Oldenburger Children’s and Young Adult Award, and she also received the German Youth Literature Award for it in 2004. Today, Tamara Bach lives and writes in Berlin.
ALADIN: This is one of the most ambitious projects in the German book market

Picture books from ALADIN have an amazing array of pictures. You can collect them or give them away as birthday gifts. This selection of future classics is by Germany’s best illustrators.

All titles: 3+ | 32 pages | 19 x 23 cm

Maxi by Katja Gehrmann
978-3-8489-1001-4

Getting Apple Juice by Thomas Müller
978-3-8489-1009-0

Pappa Robber by Isabel Pin
978-3-8489-1008-3

Mama’s Dress by Manuela Otten
978-3-8489-1007-6

Alfons – Full Speed Ahead! by Susanne Göhlich
978-3-8489-1006-9

The King’s Messenger by Jutta Bauer
978-3-8489-1011-3

An Apple for Santa by Hildegard Müller
978-3-8489-1005-2

Bravo! Bravo! by Ole Könnecke
978-3-8489-1002-1

Is the Cat allowed Salami, too? by Regina Kehn
978-3-8489-1012-0

Pappa Robber by Isabel Pin
978-3-8489-1008-3

An Apple for Santa by Hildegard Müller
978-3-8489-1011-3

The Store by Isabel Kreitz
978-3-8489-1003-8

Why we wanted to kill Günter by Hermann Schulz
Includes illustrations by Maria Luisa Witte
12+ | 144 pages
978-3-8489-2017-4

ALADIN: This is one of the most ambitious projects in the German book market

Surprising & full of atmosphere!

Osman the Fisherman by Anne Hofmann
3+ | 32 pages | 21.5 x 28.5 cm
978-3-8489-0056-5

Lucky Town by Andreas Steinholz / Sabine Wilharm
4+ | 32 pages | 28.5 x 25 cm
978-3-8489-0046-6

When the Bear Fell Out of the Tree by Sarah Roloff
4+ | 48 pages | 30 x 20.2 cm
978-3-8489-0008-4

This picture book is full of wonder and is a handcrafted masterpiece. A friendship story in 3D.

Fiction books by ALADIN: gripping, funny, intense and fresh!

Mandela & Nelson by Hermann Schulz
10+ | 160 pages
978-3-8489-2008-2

A gripping novel about a “lost generation.”

Mandela & Nelson: The Return Game by Hermann Schulz
10+ | 136 pages
978-3-551-55571-7

2 ZARA stands out in the sea of girls’ series with its fresh, new narrative style and edgy storylines.


Mr Pess and his Bear by Ellen Jahn
Includes illustrations by Kerstin Meyer
8+ | 128 pages
978-3-8489-2004-4

Why we wanted to kill Günter by Hermann Schulz
Includes illustrations by Maria Luisa Witte
12+ | 144 pages
978-3-8489-2017-4

ALADIN: This is one of the most ambitious projects in the German book market

ALL AVAILABLE:

Zara – All New by Ulrike Schimp
10+ | 224 pages
978-3-8489-2000-6

Mr Pess and his Bear by Ellen Jahn
Includes illustrations by Kerstin Meyer
8+ | 128 pages
978-3-8489-2004-4

Also Available:

Mandela & Nelson: The Return Game by Hermann Schulz
10+ | 136 pages
978-3-551-55571-7

AWARD WINNER!

The power of the beautiful game.

Volume 1 sold over
15,400 copies

AWARD WINNER!

TRANSLATION GRANT

SOLD TO France, Italy, Korea, Macedonia

This picture book is full of wonder and is a handcrafted masterpiece. A friendship story in 3D.
Finally the second volume of this successful comic for children!

A Travel Comic about Nepal, India and Bangladesh

How Much is a Yak?
by Philip Cassirer
64 pages | 29.5 x 22 cm
978-3-551-78577-0

Philip Cassirer describes the very amusing manner a trip that he made with two friends to Nepal and Northern India.

The Dark Side of Man

Vasmer’s Brother
by Peer Meter / David von Bassewitz
392 pages | 22.5 x 25 cm
978-3-551-72897-5

David von Bassewitz has put the narrative into an amazing visual style that is almost “COMIC NOIR.”

A very personal story by Germany’s most famous Mangaka

Kimi he – Words to You
by Christina Plaka
160 pages | 14.5 x 22 cm
978-3-551-76649-6

Christina Plaka was the first German mangaka to spend a year at Seika University in Kyoto. She was enrolled on the Masters programme at the Graduate School of Manga Studies and her final thesis has now been published as a book which surprises in every way!
A Dark Vampire Story

Berlinoir
by Reinhard Kleist / Tobias O. Meissner
160 pages | 22.5 x 30 cm
978-3-551-75108-9

Reinhard Kleist is one of the most prolific writers of graphic novels. “Berlinoir” is one of his earlier works and a sumptuous vampire story that brings a dark Berlin to life.

REINHARD KLEIST
was born in 1970 and studied Graphic Arts and Design. Since 1996 he’s been living in Berlin where he shares his studio with other comic book artists. His comic books have won several awards, including the most prestigious one for German comic publications, the “Max und Moritz” award for “Cash”. He’s nominated for this year’s German Youth Literature Award for “The Boxer”.

Little Monsters
by Christian Moser
64 pages | 13.4 x 19.5 cm
978-3-551-73643-7

What parents don’t know those moments? The ones in which your child is more like a little monster than a human being...

A humorous gift for new parents!

Yoga for Men, Parents, and the Office!

From the famous artist Klaus Peth!

Ralph Ruthe at his best!

SOLD TO
Brazil, China, Croatia, Greece, Italy, Poland, Serbia, Spain

Nominated for this year’s German Youth Literature Award!
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A new book by a noted author and poetry slammer

About Prejudices...

The trendy topic of role reversal

Also Available:

- About Prejudices…
  A new book by a noted author and poetry slammer
  Something about People by Mischa-Sarim Verallot
  392 pages
  978-3-551-68485-1
  
- The trendy topic of role reversal
  Alone amongst Super Moms
  by Olaf Nett
  392 pages
  978-3-551-68448-6

Bestseller

Age: 3+

- Why am I afraid of Women?
  by Mischa-Sarim Verallot
  192 pages
  978-3-551-68240-6

Age: 4+

- Alone amongst Super Moms
  by Olaf Nett
  392 pages
  978-3-551-68448-6

Bestseller

Age: 5+

- All about Almost Frauen
  by Marius Jung
  160 pages
  978-3-551-68448-6

Bestseller
**Backlist Activity Books**

- **Age 6+**
  - My Easter Craft Book
    - 978-3-551-18076-6
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Letters
    - 978-3-551-18665-2
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Numbers from 1 to 100
    - 978-3-551-18666-9
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Learning Numbers and Letters
    - 978-3-551-18545-7

- **Age 7+**
  - My Painting Workshop
    - 978-3-551-18075-9
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Letters
    - 978-3-551-18665-2
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Numbers from 1 to 100
    - 978-3-551-18666-9

**Backlist Fiction**

- **Age 6+**
  - The Big Book of the Body
    - 978-3-551-08868-0
  - Where Do You Come From?
    - 978-3-551-08940-3
  - My Easter Craft Book
    - 978-3-551-18076-6
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Letters
    - 978-3-551-18665-2
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Numbers from 1 to 100
    - 978-3-551-18666-9
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Learning Numbers and Letters
    - 978-3-551-18545-7

- **Age 7+**
  - Jule doesn’t talk to Strangers
    - 978-3-551-08829-1
  - Jule and the Broken Easter Egg
    - 978-3-551-08927-4
  - Jule and the Christmas Thieves
    - 978-3-551-65031-3
  - Jule in Deriving
    - 978-3-551-08929-5
  - Jule isn’t Scared of the Dark
    - 978-3-551-08901-4
  - Jule and the Ghost
    - 978-3-551-08902-1
  - Jule and the Christmas Book
    - 978-3-551-68039-6
  - The Number Book
    - 978-3-551-08931-3
  - The Weather
    - 978-3-551-08825-3
  - The Seasons
    - 978-3-551-08918-2
  - The Big Christmas Book
    - 978-3-551-68149-2
  - Big Vehicles at the Construction Site
    - 978-3-551-08901-4
  - The Big Book of the Body
    - 978-3-551-08868-0
  - Where Do You Come From?
    - 978-3-551-08940-3
  - My Easter Craft Book
    - 978-3-551-18076-6
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Letters
    - 978-3-551-18665-2
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Numbers from 1 to 100
    - 978-3-551-18666-9
  - My Join-The-Dots Pad: Learning Numbers and Letters
    - 978-3-551-18545-7

**Backlist Non-Fiction**

- The Big Book of the Body
  - 978-3-551-08868-0
- Where Do You Come From?
  - 978-3-551-08940-3

**Backlist Christmas Books**

- The Big Book of the Body
  - 978-3-551-08868-0
- Where Do You Come From?
  - 978-3-551-08940-3
- My Easter Craft Book
  - 978-3-551-18076-6
- My Join-The-Dots Pad: Letters
  - 978-3-551-18665-2
- My Join-The-Dots Pad: Numbers from 1 to 100
  - 978-3-551-18666-9
- My Join-The-Dots Pad: Learning Numbers and Letters
  - 978-3-551-18545-7

**Backlist Lesehaus**

- A Day in the Middle Ages
  - 978-3-551-08863-5
- A Day in the Stone Age
  - 978-3-551-08938-0
- A Day on a Pirate Ship
  - 978-3-551-08914-4
- A Day with the Indians
  - 978-3-551-08810-9
- A Day with the Vikings
  - 978-3-551-08823-9
- A Day in a Knights Castle
  - 978-3-551-08996-0
- A Day with the Pirats
  - 978-3-551-08827-7
- A Day in the Stone Age
  - 978-3-551-08938-0
- A Day on a Pirate Ship
  - 978-3-551-08914-4
- A Day with the Indians
  - 978-3-551-08810-9
- A Day with the Vikings
  - 978-3-551-08823-9
- A Day in a Knights Castle
  - 978-3-551-08996-0
- A Day with the Pirats
  - 978-3-551-08827-7
- A Day in the Stone Age
  - 978-3-551-08938-0
- A Day on a Pirate Ship
  - 978-3-551-08914-4
- A Day with the Indians
  - 978-3-551-08810-9
- A Day with the Vikings
  - 978-3-551-08823-9
- A Day in a Knights Castle
  - 978-3-551-08996-0
- A Day with the Pirats
  - 978-3-551-08827-7
# BACKLIST FICTION

## Age: 8+

### THE PIRATS!
- **The PiRats!** | Michael Peinkofer
  - **The Treasure Island** | 978-3-551-65073-3
  - **The Secret of the Swamps** | 978-3-551-35127-2
  - **Of the Swamps** | 978-3-551-65143-3
  - **The Horror of the Swamps** | 978-3-551-65072-6

### UNDER THE BLACK FLAG
- **The PiRats! Sailing** | Michael Peinkofer
  - **Under the Black Flag** | 978-3-551-35665-9

### LARA
- **Lara’s Travels** | Julia Krips
  - **Lara and the Prince of the Wolves** | 978-3-551-35314-6

### SPOOKY SERIES
- **Frankenstein and I** | Andreas Steinhöfel
  - **The Mummy and I** | 978-3-551-55551-9

### RICO & OSKAR
- **Heartbreaking (Vol. 2)** | Andreas Steinhöfel
  - **Deeper Shadow** | 978-3-551-58064-1

### KARO AND BLAUMANN
- **My Brother and I** | Andreas Steinhöfel
  - **The Flying Eiffel Tower** | 978-3-551-65181-5

### BESTSELLER
- **Deceiving Calm** | Andreas Steinhöfel
  - **The Mechanical Prince** | 978-3-551-58176-1

### RICO & OSKAR-SERIES
- **Lara and the Princess Woman’s Curse (Vol. 2)** | Andreas Steinhöfel
  - **Heartbreaking (Vol. 2)** | 978-3-551-55572-4

### SPOOKY SERIES
- **Let’s Get Out of Here!** | Andreas Schütter
  - **Monster Alarm – Let’s Get Out of Here!** | 978-3-551-65074-0

### KIDS’ FICTION
- **Kira and Blaumann The Man without a Shadow** | Karo and Blaumann
  - **Deeper Shadow** | 978-3-551-31114-6

### SPIRITUAL SERIES
- **Put down your Heart** | Hermann Schulz
  - **Flight through Winter** | 978-3-551-58188-7

### BACKLIST FICTION
- **Backlist Fiction** | Hilke Rosenboom
  - **Summer of the Lobster Cliffs** | 978-3-551-58140-4

### SMART SERIES
- **Kira and Blaumann The Man without a Shadow** | Karo and Blaumann
  - **Deeper Shadow** | 978-3-551-31114-6

### THE PIRATS!
- **The PiRats!** | Michael Peinkofer
  - **Captive under the Black Flag** | 978-3-551-31096-5

### RICO & OSKAR
- **Heartbreaking (Vol. 2)** | Andreas Steinhöfel
  - **Deeper Shadow** | 978-3-551-58064-1
BACKLIST COMICS | GRAPHIC NOVELS

BACKLIST HUMOUR

Andreas Darby
Best Times
978-3-551-78181-9
SOLD TO: Poland

Bonnie Jolles
Girl
978-3-551-74820-1
SOLD TO: Poland, Korea, France

Mary Hartnett/Jaakko Pulli
Wildflax – In Old Friendship
978-3-551-73056-4
SOLD TO: France, Poland

Jente Henryk
Wannen und andere
978-3-551-74824-9
SOLD TO: Denmark

Jean-Luc Lapin
Barbe – City of Stones
978-3-551-73052-7
SOLD TO: Czech Republic, France, Hungary, Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain (Cast.), Sweden, Turkey

Daan Kuijper
The Discovery of the Corndog Sausage
978-3-551-75144-7
SOLD TO: Italy

Kajsa Estrup
The Book of Labour
978-3-551-76674-8
SOLD TO: Norway, Poland, Czech Republic

Zak Schneemann
Volker Sponholz
Arne Sommer/
Hans Kielland
Wartime
978-3-551-77450-7
SOLD TO: Sweden

Shit Happens!
3
V 978-3-551-68065-5
SOLD TO: Russia

Angela Meyer
Shit Happens!
978-3-551-68060-0
SOLD TO: Poland

Shit Happens! Vol. 1
978-3-551-68068-6
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

Shit Happens! Vol. 3
978-3-551-68063-1
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

Shit Happens! Vol. 4
978-3-551-68067-5
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

Shit Happens! Vol. 5
978-3-551-68066-4
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

Marta Anderl
Happy Birthday!
978-3-551-68064-0
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

Christian Moser
Sinned Friend –
The Whole Truth
978-3-551-68064-0
SOLD TO: Greece, Italy, Korea

Steffen Meier
I Like You!
978-3-551-68062-6
SOLD TO: France

Ralph Ruthe
Shit Happens! Bank of Love
978-3-551-68065-7
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

Joscha Sauer
You will manage That!
978-3-551-68067-5
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

You will manage That!
978-3-551-68067-5
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)

You will manage That!
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SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)
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You will manage That!
978-3-551-68067-5
SOLD TO: Spain (Cast.)
Our Agencies

CHINA + TAIWAN
HERCULES Business & Culture GmbH
Hongjun Cai
Am Röderweg 6
61138 Niederdorfelden
cai@hercules-book.de

CZECH + SLOVAK REPUBLIC
Agentur im Medien- und Verlagswesen
Ivana Beil
Schollstr. 1
69469 Weinheim
driveil@aol.com

ITALY
Anna Becchi
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16125 Genova
anna.becchi@libero.it

JAPAN
Meike Marx Literary Agency
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Hokkaido 074-1273
meike.marx@gol.com

KOREA
Eric Yang Agency
Ms. Minkyung Ha
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Seoul 137-803
eya-child@eyagency.com

MOLO Agency
Ms. Geenie Han
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